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Abstract: The study has concluded that in order to improve the animal proteins level in the Egyptian

food, the red fresh meat should be replaced by its lower-price frozen counterpart. It is proven that the

eggs proteins (albumen) are one of the best and cheapest kinds of the animal proteins. The awareness

necessity of the importance for adults to drink milk which is considered as a cheap source for an

individual to get his animal proteins needs. The encouragement of fish farming with its three systems, in

order to increase the individual’s per capita from that source. The upward prices’ arrangement of the 100

gram amount of unpacked milk, packed milk, Mullet fish, frozen meat, eggs, Cichlid fish, white meat and

fresh meat by L.E .4, .6, .9, 1.3, 1.6, 2, 3, 4 for each of them successively.

Key words:Animal Proteins- Egyptian Food- Fish Farming- Packed and unpacked Milks- Red Meat-

White Meat.

INTRODUCTION

Animal production is considered as one of the

fundamentals of the Egyptian national agricultural

economy which should be paid much attention, since

it represents the main source for providing the animal

proteins necessary for the Man. It is also considered as

a main source for getting fats [which is indispensable

for children, adolescents, pregnant women, breast-

feeding women (sensitive groups)]. The animal

production generated income contributes with important

proportion in the value of the Egyptian agricultural

production. The actual value of the animal production

in Egypt represented about %39.7 out of the actual

gross value of the Egyptian agricultural production in

the year 2005 .[1]

Animal proteins are considered as necessary

ingredients for the composition and growth of the

human body and the compensation of its tissues to

perform the body’s activity, organize its varied vital

functions and the composition and strength of its

immunity system. The lack of food proteins leads to

the body collapse and results in complications that lead

to death. Among the diseases resulted from the lack of

food protein is choachiorkos that affects children.

Healthy speaking, the vegetable proteins should totally

replace the animal proteins as the latter are unique in

containing all the necessary amino acids that are

indispensable for the body.

The individual’s average per capita of the animal

proteins is considered as one of the indicators of the

peoples economic standards. The results and estimates

of the world organizations refer that the individual’s

average per capita of the animal proteins in Egypt is

less than the worldly recommended average. Comparing

the individual’s average per capita of the animal

proteins goods in Egypt to the world average, shows it

represents almost %29.4 . for milks, %25.6 for eggs[5]

and %16.8 for red meat, whereas the individual’s

average per capita of the white meat in Egypt

surpasses its world counterpart by %4.6.

Research Problem: Due to the importance of food

production currently and in the future and due to the

rarity and the world market’s rising prices, the food

problem in Egypt in general and the lack of animal

proteins in the Egyptian food in particular are

considered as the greatest challenge before the

Egyptian community particularly under the current

economic situations.

Research Objective: The study aims and attempts to

elevate the demand level on the animal proteins

through activating the factors that positive effects and

diminishing those that have negative effects. The study

aims as well to potentially identify the degree of

replacing the food goods within the animal proteins

group and stating the rising prices’ effect on the animal

proteins goods group in an attempt to improve the

proteins content of the Egyptian food.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study has relied on the published and
unpublished data of the UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), its computer data base and its
internet network. In addition, the study has reviewed
certain previous researches and studies conducted in
this field and twenty questionnaire applications were
collected related to the prices of animal proteins, the
case of this study, from the governorates of Cairo and
Giza. The study has used the descriptive statistical
analytical technique to conclude the results.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Current Situation of the Most Important
Economic Variables of the Animal Proteins in
Egypt:
The Animal proteins are considered as necessary
ingredients for the growth of the human body, the
composition and compensation of its tissues and the
strength of its immunity system. Thus, the animal
proteins sources, which contain red meat, milks, white
meat, eggs and fish, are considered as the main
ingredients of the Egyptian food basket. The food
problem has two fundamental sides: one is related to
the supply and the other is related to the demand. As
to the supply side, the accomplishment of food safety
in Egypt means the provision of food in the amount
and kind necessary to meet the population needs with
prices that suits their purchasing power whether the
supplied goods are locally produced goods or imported
ones. Since Egypt is classified as a food shortage area
where the food gape value increases a year after
another because the demand rates highly exceed the
growth production rates, thus the demand satisfaction
might be achieved through import that constitute a
huge burden on the Egyptian trade balance. The most
important variables of the varied animal protein sources
are restricted in the production amount, the notional
consumption, the food gape value, the self-sufficiency
ratio and the individual’s average per capita in
kilogram.

Table no. 1 shows the current situation of the
animal proteins sources in Egypt during the period
(19995-2005). It indicates the red meat has recorded a
self-sufficiency ratio about %80.9 while the individual’s
average per capita estimates almost 13.2 kilogram
annually. As to the white meat, its self-sufficiency ratio
records about %99 while the individual’s average per
capita estimates 18.3 kg yearly. The self-sufficiency
ratio of fish records about %81.3 representing almost
11.9 kg for each individual yearly. The eggs production
covers the domestic needs as the individual’s average
per capita records about 70.5 egg per year. However,
the milk production covers about %76.8 of the
consumption meeting 59.5 kg for individual per year.

Comparing the individual’s average per capita of

the animal proteins sources in Egypt to its counterpart

in some developed countries in the year 2003, table no.

2 indicates the individual’s average per capita of the

red meat in Egypt estimates %23.3 of the individual’s

average per capita in the countries applicable to the

study, whereas it estimates %28.11 for the white meat.

As to fish, the individual’s average per capita in Egypt

reaches %59.7 as compared to the individual’s average

per capita in some developed countries applicable to

the comparison, while it records about %22.8 and

%19.4 for the milks and eggs successively. This

indicates the reduction of the individual’s average per

capita in Egypt of the animal protein as compared to

the developed countries. Thus, there should be an

attempt to provide the animal protein for the consumer

with appropriate amount and price.

The Most Important Problems Hindering the

Improvement of the Animal Proteins in the Egyptian

Food The animal protein in Egypt faces several

obstacles that hinder the development of animal wealth

and the stability of animal production in Egypt. Among

the most important obstacles are: the unavailability of

natural postures, the rising prices of concentrated and

harsh fodders and the concentration of vegetable

fodders particularly the rocket in certain places and

their rarity in other places. Moreover, these obstacles

include the reduction of the local progenies’ productive

efficiency as compared to their foreign and hybridized

counterpart and the deterioration of veterinary care of

the cattle which lead to the huge rising of the red

meat’s prices as the red meat’s average price reaches

L.E. 40 per kilogram in the year 2008. A price which

the large majority of the Egyptian people classes- either

the lower income classes, the higher income classes or

the poor classes- fall short to pay. As the white meat

and eggs which are considered as two of the most

important animal proteins whether in regard to their

prices or the proteins content, the bird flu has lead to

increasing the problem of the protein sources shortage

in the food since Sakik’s study . indicates that the[3]

birds gross number, which were executed in the year

2006, reached 29 million bird of different types

including %28 of corpulent birds and %61 of egging

birds, a matter which led to the rising of the net kilo

price of the poultry to L.E. 30. As to the most

important problems that meet the dairy industry in

Egypt which hinders the increase of curd milk

production and the available amount for manufacturing

and that was directly or indirectly a reason for the milk

rising prices recently, are the shortage of  milking

animal number, the divergence of animal productive

features which affect the productivity of a milking

animal, the available fodder amount and its price and

finally the available veterinary and health care.
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Table 1: The Current Situation of the Animal Proteins Sources in Egypt during the Period (19995-2005)

Goods Production Consumption Gape Value Self-Sufficiency Average Per Capita

(Thousand Tons) (Thousands Tons) (Thousand Tons) % (1) KG/Year (2)

Red M eat 729.9 901.5 171.6 80.9 13.2

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

White M eat 1144.7 1146.4 1.7 99.9 18.3

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fish 671.7 826.3 154.6 81.3 11.9

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Eggs 4512.9 4512.9 - 100 70.5

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

M ilks 399.49 5135.8 1140.9 76.8 59.2

(1) Self-sufficiency ratio %=   Domestic Production     X 100      

                )))))))))))))))

                National Consumption

(2) Individual’s Average Per Capita KG/Year, eggs = egg/yearly

The Source: The Central System for Public M obilization and Statistics, the annual statistics book, different volumes.

Table 2: The individual’s average per capita of the animal proteins sources in Egypt and in some developed countries in the year 2003

Goods USA England France Sweden Average of the Egypt Egypt as Compare to the

Developed Countries Developed Countries %

Red M eat 40.9 29.4 33.74 27.79 32.96 7.68 23.3

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

White M eat 18.07 12.12 9.59 5.19 11.24 3.16 28.11

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fish 4.70 5.66 6.83 10.22 6.85 4.09 59.7

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

M ilks 23.23 19.9 25.77 30.32 24.81 5.66 22.8

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Eggs 4.28 3.68 4.78 3.33 4.12 .80 19.4

Source: (F.A.O )Food and Agriculture Organization

The deficiency of the marketing system’s efficiency

has an impact on the increase of the lost milk ratio in

Egypt during the processes of transport, storage and

supply besides the packing and canning problems, the

deficient observation of hygienic requirements and the

problem of milk commercial swindling. In addition, the

insufficient available dried fodder amounts that do not

satisfy the milk-producing animal’s needs and the

imbalance of their available amounts over the year, a

matter that led to the rising of milk prices as the kilo

of unpacked milk reached almost L.E. 4 and that of

packed milk reached almost L.E. 6 during the years

2005 and 2006. Finally as to the problems related to

fish production in Egypt and the natural fisheries, the

unjust fishing, the environment pollution with the

factories’ wastes, the oscillation of waters level at the

Nasser Lake, the drying up of large areas of the

Egyptian lakes, the holt of fishing projects in the

overseas and the absence of effective policies of the

fisheries efficient administration have an impact on the

shortage of the production amounts from these fisheries

and the tendency to fish farming which is not free of

obstacles that curb the fish farming value. Among

which are the apparent deficit of all farmed types

particularly mullet and tarpon, the means of transport

and their rising prices and the increase of perishing

ratio during the transportation, besides the limited

supply of fish relevant fodders, their rising prices and

the inefficiency of regulations and legislations to

provide the protection and encouragement for the fish

farming projects.

Improving the Animal Proteins Content under the

Current Economic Situations: The study has shown

in order to improve the animal proteins content in the

Egyptian food of different animal proteins sources

under the current economic situations[ the reduction of

production, the increase of consumption, the rising

prices of such sources, the reduction of the individual’s

average per capita at the national level, the rising

world prices of different animal proteins sources, the

awareness increase at the social and cultural levels of

the animal proteins importance], it requires the attempt

to overcome the obstacles and problems that hamper

the produced amount increase. The study has found

that the potential of increasing the individual’s average

per capita of different animal proteins sources under

above-mentioned current economic situations is mostly

difficult to achieve, since the individual’s income

increase is paralleled with large increase of both

domestic and world prices of such sources which

swallows the income increase. The hope is pinned on

the attempt of improving such sources in the food

meals with prices that suit the varied individual’s

incomes as shown in table no.(4).
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Table 3: A Comparison between the Prices and the Varied Animal Proteins Content during the year 2008

Source Red M eatFrozen/ fresh Eggs White M eat M ilk packed/ unpacked Fish Mullet/ Cichlid

Protein Content 20 20 24 6 15

Gram for each 100 Gram

L.E. Price for 4 / 1.6 3 1.3 .,4 /  .,6 .,9/ 2.0

each 100 Gram

100 gram eggs = equal 2 medium sized eggs

Source: It was calculated from the animal sample

Table 4: Suggested M eals to Im prove the Proteins Content in the Egyptian Food based on the different Individual Incomes

Low-Cost Full Breakfast:

 Day M eals One Locally-baked Bread, a small plate of beans with oil and lemon, a half bunch of rocket

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lunch:

M edium plate of macaroni, 3 pieces of beef koufta, M edium plate of green salad, M edium piece of seasonal fruit

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dinner:

A Half of locally-baked bread, a big piece of Curd cheese, a medium Tomato fruit, a small piece of seasonal fruit

M edium-Cost Full Breakfast:

day M eals M edium plate of milky grain, M edium piece of seasonal fruit

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lunch:

One Locally-baked bread, medium piece of grilled beef, medium plate of seasonal vegetables, medium plate of green salad,

medium piece of seasonal fruit

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dinner:

A Half of Locally-baked bread, medium piece of white cheese, a piece of Nesto cheese, a piece of Tomato fruit  

High-Cost Full Breakfast:

Day M eals A Half of Locally-baked bread, medium piece of white cheese, one boiled egg, medium Tomato fruit

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lunch:

A small plate of rice, a quarter of chicken, medium plate of seasonal vegetables, a small plate of green salad

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dinner:

A Half of Locally-baked bread, a spoon of bee honey, a glass of seasonal fruit yogurt

The World Health Organization and the World

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) have

described the individual’s health needs are almost a

half-protein gram for each kilogram of the individual’s

weight. Table no. 3 shows every individual could

obtain the animal proteins content- indicated in the

table- which reached about 20, 20, 24, 6 and 15 grams

out of 100 grams for the red meat, the white meat,

eggs, milks and fish respectively with a cost estimated

almost 4, 1.6, 3, 1.3, .4, .6, .9, and 2 L.E. for the fresh

and frozen red meat, the white meat, eggs, milk with

its both kinds packed and unpacked and the Cichlid

and Mullet fish successively.    

Summary:The study has found that in order to

improve the animal proteins content in the Egyptian

food under the current economic situations the fresh

red meat, due to its extremely rising prices under the

limitation of the individual’s income, could be replaced

by the frozen imported meat provided that it should be

sufficiently available with the required food content. As

to the white meat and eggs, they could be provided to

the consumer with suitable prices after overcoming the

negative effects of the bird flu. As to the fish, the hope

exists in increasing the production of the fish wealth

and reducing the fish prices as good alternatives to the

red meat and poultry. As to the milks and dairy

products, the early weaning of calves will save an

amount of milk estimated by about 333 kg/annually. In

addition, the saving of the milk wasted amount during

the processes of manufacture and different marketing

stages will have a great effect in increasing the milk

produced amount. Finally, the individual could satisfy

his needs of the earlier mentioned animal proteins

sources according to the mentioned prices as follows:

the unpacked milk, packed milk, the Cichlid fish, eggs,

the frozen red meat, the Mullet fish, the white meat,

the fresh red meat by (L.E..4, .6, .9, 1.3, 1.6, 2,. , 3,.

, 4,.) for each 100 kilograms successively. Finally, the

study has offered some food meals that make it

possible to replace the foods goods within the animal

proteins group, a matter that enables the individual to

improve the proteins content in his food under the

individual’s lower income and the rising prices of these

goods as shown in table no. 4.
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